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													Democracy Now
												

												
													6:00amMonday
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											6:00amMonday
										

										
											Democracy Now! produces a daily, global, independent news hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

Democracy Now! is broadcast daily across the United States and Canada as well as in countries around the world. Our program is on Pacifica, NPR, community, college and satellite radio stations; on PBS, public, community and satellite TV; and viewed by millions of people online each day. Our headlines are broadcast in Spanish on radio stations across the U.S., Central and South America, and in Europe.

Check Democracynow.org for more information and to listen to older episodes.
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													Tidal Zone
												

												
													7:00amMonday
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											7:00amMonday
										

										
											Description: Tidal Zone is a music show aimed at waking up its early Monday morning listeners. Lots of new releases and women artists, with lively tunes from the 20s to the present, drawn from indie pop, blues, punk, folk, and other genres. I like to explore various themes, so just try to guess what might come next!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Tributaries
												

												
													9:00amMonday
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											9:00amMonday
										

										
											Description: Tributaries is a singer songwriter showcase. The emphasis is on folk, americana and blues and is an outlet for local artists.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Terra Informa
												

												
													11:00amMonday
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											11:00amMonday
										

										
											Description: Each week Terra Informa delivers coverage of breaking environmental news from across Canada and around the world. From corporate wrongdoings to tips on living a little greener, we’re your source for the news that the mainstream media missed. The show is currently in its tenth season and is broadcast in more than 50 communities from coast to coast to coast. If there’s a story in your community that you think we should cover, drop them a line at terra@cjsr.com.

Find last week's episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Viewpoints
												

												
													11:30amMonday
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											11:30amMonday
										

										
											Description: Viewpoints is the latest podcast and news magazine produced by the Community Radio Fund of Canada. It provides an overview of what’s happening across Canada, thanks to some 20 radio reporters posted across the country (British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario, North West Territories, Québec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia) and working for the Local Journalism Initiative (LJI). The Local Journalism Initiative (LJI) supports the production of original civic journalism news content that covers the diverse needs of underserved communities across Canada. Politics, society, environment, community, arts and culture take the air on Viewpoints hosted by Boris Chassagne. The Community Radio Fund of Canada works in collaboration with the National Campus and Community Radio Association (NCRA/ANREC).

Find last week's episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													!earshot20
												

												
													12:00pmMonday
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											12:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: Counting down the Top 20 albums from the National Top 50 from !Earshot Online. Hosted by DJ Darko from unceded traditional Sto:lo territory.

Listen to the latest episode of !earshot20 here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													(Be My) Rainbow Revolution
												

												
													2:00pmMonday
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											2:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: (Be My) Rainbow Revolution is CFUV's hour of highlighting programming, voices, and music by CFUV's lgbtqia2s+ hosts, producers, and volunteers.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV’s all star radio hosts.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													The Outsider’s Void
												

												
													3:00pmMonday
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											3:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: I play video game, animated tv shows and movie soundtracks on CFUV 101.9 FM to fill the void between anime and comic conventions right here in Victoria, B.C. From the orchestral music of Assassin’s Creed Syndicate to the atmospheric haunting tunes of Dishonored to the calming sounds of Far Cry 4 to the rocking beat of Devil May Cry  all the way back to classics of Crash Bandicoot and Spyro the Dragon, I aim to play from a variety of media. Here we will discuss videogames, comic books, books without pictures, (those sometimes great) book to movie adaptations, and animated tv shows (including those from Japan). I also talk about art and storytelling in these mediums as well.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Vibration Elevation
												

												
													4:00pmMonday
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											4:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: Harmonious, free-flowing, and energetic are just a few ways to describe the program. Featuring a playlist with seamless transitions and a unique sound to elevate the listening experience. Experience the newest tracks and Canadian content with your host, Luke, an international student hailing from Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Variations on a Theme
												

												
													5:00pmMonday
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											5:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: Each week a different CFUV programmer takes a theme presents a one-hour focused program for your listening pleasure.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Rhythm-a-Ning
												

												
													6:00pmMonday
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											6:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: My name is Arnold van Klaveren and I am the host of the Monday evening jazz program "Rhythm-a-ning" on CFUV radio. My focus is Canadian Jazz, from solo to big band, I cover it all.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Magnetic Field
												

												
													8:00pmMonday
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											8:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: It's the bar nuts you need. Trail mix. Hiker's mix. Sailor's mix. Magnetic Field is a music show that thrives in chaos, its purpose is to help the audience to reboot their system. Feeling emotionally challenged? Here is music that will speak for you. Has it been a long day? Now it's more like a long island. It is a way of connecting yourself to your surroundings, high or low. Get into it, dig in. The program is here to help you fight the Monday sickness and recharge your energy. Creating space for both the audience and artists to meet their potential. 

-organic
-lukewarm 
-palmy 
-tight
-roasted

If you're interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													C|=UV SpeakS
												

												
													9:00pmMonday
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											9:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: CFUV Speaks is CFUV's all star podcasts, with topics that range from topics on Intersectional feminism, BIPOC, Anti-racist, local, community, experimental topics and everything in between.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFUV-3ncore
												

												
													10:00pmMonday
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											10:00pmMonday
										

										
											Description: This block is a re-air of CFUV's live performances from Basement Closet Sessions, Eventide, and more!

Visit our Live Performances page to hear some of our past sessions or to find out more about booking a performance.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Dirty Needles
												

												
													11:00pmMonday
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											11:00pmMonday
										

										
											DirtyNeedles is Calgary’s premier weekly hip-hop mixshow on Calgary’s finest community radio station CJSW. Founded in 2001, DJ’s WyzeWon & Tanner of The TrackBastards Crew have been providing trueschool rap, soul, funk, disco, R&B, electro and general freshness over Calgary’s airwaves for over a decade.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amMonday
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											12:00amMonday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
						

			

					
				

								
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Democracy Now
												

												
													6:00amTuesday
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											6:00amTuesday
										

										
											Democracy Now! produces a daily, global, independent news hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

Democracy Now! is broadcast daily across the United States and Canada as well as in countries around the world. Our program is on Pacifica, NPR, community, college and satellite radio stations; on PBS, public, community and satellite TV; and viewed by millions of people online each day. Our headlines are broadcast in Spanish on radio stations across the U.S., Central and South America, and in Europe.

Check Democracynow.org for more information and to listen to older episodes.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Transmissions from Side 7
												

												
													7:00amTuesday
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											7:00amTuesday
										

										
											Description: Transmissions from Side 7 is a semi-fictional radio show about two pilots and a ship captain who spin tunes, and fight their enemies in a time and space in the future (meet the cast here). The show is an atmospheric music program that focuses on electronic, ambient, orchestral, and alternative music. Side 7 hopes to bring unknown artists to light, Arcade is eager to showcase music by queer and POC artists as well as unique, experimental musical techniques and styles. A particular focus will be on music with a “retro-futuristic” or "synthwave" feel; music that is easily at home in a Ridley Scott film, with harsh green lighting, black computer monitors, or sweeping battles in outer space.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Ode to Ani
												

												
													9:00amTuesday
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											9:00amTuesday
										

										
											Description: The Ode to Ani folk show is an eclectic mix of music that encompasses what Louis Armstrong said: "All music is folk music." I play three songs from every genre and try to make the transition a smooth one. From Celtic to country to blues and with an emphasis on emerging and local performers.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Future Ecologies
												

												
													11:00amTuesday
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											11:00amTuesday
										

										
											Description: Made for audiophiles and nature lovers alike, every episode is an invitation to see your world in a new light – set to original music & immersive soundscapes, and weaving together interviews with expert knowledge holders.

Listen to the latest episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													O Sister, Here Art Thou
												

												
													12:00pmTuesday
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											12:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: Join James, dude on a very steep learning curve, on a one hour showcase highlighting the finest in country music performed by femme artists. 

Winner of the 2021 NCRA Music awards for Country or Folk!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													An Afternoon at the Opera
												

												
													1:00pmTuesday
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											1:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: An Afternoon at the Opera is show covering all aspects of opera, historical, contemporary, nationality as well as featuring biographies of opera singers, conductors, interviews and more! Drawing on Aldo's knowledge of Opera spanning back to the 1960s, you're in for an afternoon of delights.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Community Block
												

												
													2:00pmTuesday
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											2:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: Community Block is CFUV's hour of highlighting programming, voices, and music by CFUV's Community hosts, producers, and volunteers. The programming in this hour has a focus on Victoria, UVIC, and other nearby locations and the people who make up our amazing community.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV’s all star radio hosts.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													thithéluq
												

												
													3:00pmTuesday
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											3:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Whether you're on the move, at work, at home or simply have an hour to spare, tune into thithéluq Saturdays at 3pm. Listen along to host Abigail's favourite songs of the week as well as their usual rambles. From themed weeks to indie tracks, you won't want to miss it. See you on the waves!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													The Return Collection
												

												
													4:00pmTuesday
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											4:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: The Return Collection is a mixture of Jpop funk and Citypop with a focus on the 1970s to 1980s. From the Funk and rhythm of Tatusuro Yamashita To the wonderful vocals of Anri The Return Collection has it all. This collection of artistry is surely to make you feel for a summer day that’s long gone in a reality that doesn’t exist.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													This Ain’t Berlin
												

												
													5:00pmTuesday
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											5:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: This Ain't Berlin covers a wide range of music that has been made for dancing or claimed by dancers. After 14 years of living in Berlin, and working as a Dj around Europe and the world at large, the Mole aims to share some of his experiences. This Ain't Berlin covers an extensive range of tempos and styles from Brazilian classics like Azymuth and Tim Maia to instrumental Hip Hop from the likes of Hypnotic Brass Ensemble and Ammon Contact to Classic Disco and House Music. Join the Mole as he draws a line connecting all these disparate landmarks.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													THE DAWLS
												

												
													7:00pmTuesday
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											7:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: The DAWLs is a casual program playing some fun and funky tunes curated by the two co-hosts, Muskan and Helen. The intended audience is anyone who enjoys pop music, throwbacks, femme-aligned music, and more! Some adjectives that describe this program are lively, joyous, groovy, nonsensical, and whimsical.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Out of Line
												

												
													8:00pmTuesday
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											8:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: Out of Line mostly features screaming womxn, dance punk, post punk, jangle pop, and underrepresented artists who are pushing boundaries and norms in the global underground music scene

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Tread Lightly
												

												
													9:00pmTuesday
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											9:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: Out of chaos and tragedy and grief can come great creativity and great beauty.
Since it's humble beginnings in 2003 on CKCU FM, Tread Lightly has brought you nuggets of beauty through the chaos... we've gotten a bit bouncier over the years but happy or sad we bring you all the feels.

This hour is your musical therapy.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Coast 2 Coast 2 Coast
												

												
													10:00pmTuesday
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											10:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: An eclectic music program that scours the country to present current, Canadian music from all corners of the land.  The idea is to unearth hidden treasures, as well as to demonstrate the diversity of the music that we have from coast to coast to coast.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

 

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amTuesday
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											12:00amTuesday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFUV-3ncore
												

												
													7:00pmTuesday
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											7:00pmTuesday
										

										
											Description: This block is a re-air of CFUV's live performances from Basement Closet Sessions, Eventide, and more!

Visit our Live Performances page to hear some of our past sessions or to find out more about booking a performance.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
						

			

					
				

								
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Democracy Now
												

												
													6:00amWednesday
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											6:00amWednesday
										

										
											Democracy Now! produces a daily, global, independent news hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

Democracy Now! is broadcast daily across the United States and Canada as well as in countries around the world. Our program is on Pacifica, NPR, community, college and satellite radio stations; on PBS, public, community and satellite TV; and viewed by millions of people online each day. Our headlines are broadcast in Spanish on radio stations across the U.S., Central and South America, and in Europe.

Check Democracynow.org for more information and to listen to older episodes.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Loud Fast & Out of Control
												

												
													7:00amWednesday
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											7:00amWednesday
										

										
											Description: Loud Fast & Out Of Control features 1950's & current rockabilly music, as well as rhythm and blues, instrumentals, and Surf and Hot Rod music. This program, has been on the air since 1998! Are you in a band and want me to play your stuff on my show? Contact me!

 

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Free City Radio
												

												
													9:00amWednesday
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											9:00amWednesday
										

										
											Description: Free City Radio explores the intersection of social activism and the arts.

A program featuring interviews on contemporary political currents in Montréal, Canada and around the world, highlighting creative voices involved in struggles for transformative social change.

Free City Radio also features music from around the world.

Free City Radio is produced and hosted by Stefan Christoff.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Terra Informa
												

												
													9:30amWednesday
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											9:30amWednesday
										

										
											Description: Each week Terra Informa delivers coverage of breaking environmental news from across Canada and around the world. From corporate wrongdoings to tips on living a little greener, we’re your source for the news that the mainstream media missed. The show is currently in its tenth season and is broadcast in more than 50 communities from coast to coast to coast. If there’s a story in your community that you think we should cover, drop them a line at terra@cjsr.com.

Find last week's episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Pleasant Company Accepted
												

												
													10:00amWednesday
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											10:00amWednesday
										

										
											Description: Join us for "Pleasant Company Accepted", a weekly hour-long curated menagerie of (mostly) new indie-adjacent tunes. On occasion these songs are hand-picked by local artists and musicians, where we invite them into the studio to casually chat about the significance of the tracks selected and run through some fond memories.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Iris Forecast
												

												
													11:00amWednesday
												

											

										

										

																					
												[image: ]											

										 									

									
										
											11:00amWednesday
										

										
											Iris Forecast is a radio show of mostly rock/pop/indie/folk music highlighting 2SLGBTQIAPD+ artists. I'd like to play music with a calm/comforting/friendly vibe so that people can listen to it and take a bit of their day to relax. Sometimes I'll discuss issues I find important, and other times I'll discuss the joys I've found in being part of the 2SLGBT+ community, or just what's on my mind at the moment.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Lavender Lenses
												

												
													12:00pmWednesday
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											12:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: Lavender Lenses will be a music show, highlighting queer artists (in the bell hooks definition of queerness*). I want to platform music by artists who are at odds with, inventing, and creating within and outside of systems, spaces, and selves. I am curious to showcase the range of feeling that comes from loving, living, and dreaming, towards sincere collective futures that hold space for everyone’s thriving.

I will have shows that include interviews with queer community, artists, and creators, exploring with them their process, creativity, and the way it impacts their lives and others. I am keen to build reciprocal relationships, to highlight their dreams and intentions in creating, and share their work and reflections with a broad audience.

I believe the audience for this program is any listener curious to explore queerness through all its presentations and expressions. I hope to capture the variety and presence of queerness, carrying a through-line of queer as an action - a way of being, a way of seeing. I’m keen to platform queer creators, producing more media sharing perspectives through queer lenses - lavender lenses.

I believe this program is important in bringing honest, beautiful, open, and curious representation and inspiration through the platforming of queer community. I hope for it to be a feeling, dreamy, warm, exploratory and uplifting program.

*“‘Queer' not as being about who you're having sex with (that can be a dimension of it); but 'queer' as being about the self that is at odds with everything around it and that has to invent and create and find a place to speak and to thrive and to live.”
― bell hooks

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Gulyabani
												

												
													1:00pmWednesday
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											1:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description:  Gulyabani, meaning ghoul in Turkish, is an eclectic music show. This program will infuse songs from different genres and languages to create harmony from chaos.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Gender Magic
												

												
													2:00pmWednesday
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											2:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: Gender Magic is CFUV's hour of highlighting programming, voices, and music by CFUV's femme, non-binary, and gender non-conforming hosts, producers, and volunteers.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV’s all star radio hosts.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFUV……RAYS
												

												
													3:00pmWednesday
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											3:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: CFUV-Rays are special presentation programs produced by assorted DJs from CFUV and sometimes special programs from other campus and community radio stations.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV's all star radio hosts.

If you're interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													From The Rock
												

												
													4:00pmWednesday
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											4:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: Canadian Rock/Folk focused show, with local news and developments highlighted. 

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Umbrella Weather
												

												
													5:00pmWednesday
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											5:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: An eclectic blend of sedimentary folk-rock, backyard post-punk, and other weird genres from far and wide.  Staying wet while keeping you dry, music for rain or shine.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Straight No Chaser
												

												
													6:00pmWednesday
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											6:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: Jazz presented by your hosts Shaukat Husain and Demetrios Tsimon. It is the longest running jazz programme with the same presenters in BC. This show has been on the air for 35 years and features all varieties of jazz with an emphasis on the modern. Tune in and listen!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Just Say NONO
												

												
													8:00pmWednesday
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											8:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: 20th Century Classical Music

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													We Are Ugly But We Have The Music
												

												
													10:00pmWednesday
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											10:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: Eclectic rock. Loud and weird.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFUV Sp3Aks
												

												
													11:00pmWednesday
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											11:00pmWednesday
										

										
											Description: CFUV Speaks is CFUV's all star podcasts, with topics that range from topics on Intersectional feminism, BIPOC, Anti-racist, local, community, experimental topics and everything in between.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amWednesday
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											12:00amWednesday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
						

			

					
				

								
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Democracy Now
												

												
													6:00amThursday
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											6:00amThursday
										

										
											Democracy Now! produces a daily, global, independent news hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

Democracy Now! is broadcast daily across the United States and Canada as well as in countries around the world. Our program is on Pacifica, NPR, community, college and satellite radio stations; on PBS, public, community and satellite TV; and viewed by millions of people online each day. Our headlines are broadcast in Spanish on radio stations across the U.S., Central and South America, and in Europe.

Check Democracynow.org for more information and to listen to older episodes.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													All Systems Go
												

												
													7:00amThursday
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											7:00amThursday
										

										
											Description: All Systems Go is a radiowave two hour orbit of fun, diverse and eclectic music. Settle in to a mixture of folk, country, jazz, electronic, experimental and rock music. Over.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Eclectic Music
												

												
													9:00amThursday
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											9:00amThursday
										

										
											Description: "Eclectic" means a broad and diverse range of sources, and that is what ECLECTIC MUSIC (the show) is. Alt-americana, folk. folk-rock, Celtic, world music, old time country, bluegrass, Western swing, rockabilly... it's all here on "Eclectic Music".

Email Rod at eclecticmusicshow@gmail.com

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Let’s Talk About Faith and Justice
												

												
													11:00amThursday
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											11:00amThursday
										

										
											Let’s Talk Faith and Justice is a podcast hosted by Boston Laferté, a current JD/JID and MDiv student, and Lyndon Sayers, co-pastor of Lutheran Church of the Cross in Victoria and a spiritual care provider with UVic Multifaith.

The podcast explores topics of faith through the lens of justice, and topics of justice through the lens of faith. Both the hosts and guests bring their own unique life experiences and faith journeys to explore how the sometimes-conflicting worlds of faith and justice can intersect in deep and life-giving ways.

It is with deep respect and gratitude that Let’s Talk Faith and Justice is recorded and produced on unceded lək̓ʷəŋən territories that include Songhees and Esquimalt First Nations.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Voluntary Noise
												

												
													12:00pmThursday
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											12:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: Voluntary Noise is one of CFUV's accessibility programs. Our team of enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and music-loving volunteers will share playlists that will get you ready to dance, sing, and get pumped! From pop tunes sung by powerful female vocalists, to classics from Queen & ABBA; from segments focusing on celebrities of the moment, to in-depth reviews of artists' musical discographies--there's a little of everything on Voluntary Noise!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Bench Mob
												

												
													1:00pmThursday
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											1:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: "Bench Mob" is a term of endearment - it's used to describe players (often in basketball) who are both 1. extremely talented despite their position as substitutes on the team; 2. can be seen having tons of fun supporting the rest of the team, regardless of the fact that they don't get to play much themselves. Every Thursday, Rowan (CFUV Station Manager) highlights a wide range of music that he feels are part of the Bench Mob. Sometimes under-appreciated, often overlooked, Rowan features artists that are in it for the love of the game. Whether it's music that is disregarded because of its apparent unserious-ness, or because of where it is accessed (i.e. Soundcloud, YouTube), join Rowan as he works to dispel misconceptions around the music he loves. Expect everything from Babyxsosa to Steve Reich to Sean Nicholas Savage. 

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Our Turn to Speak
												

												
													2:00pmThursday
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											2:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: CFUV'S our turn to speak is CFUV's hour of highlighting programming, voices, and music by CFUV's BIPOC hosts, producers, and volunteers.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV’s all star radio hosts.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CF-\/-R/\YS
												

												
													3:00pmThursday
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											3:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: CF/UV-Rays are special presentation programs produced by assorted DJs from CFUV and sometimes special programs from other campus and community radio stations.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV’s all star radio hosts.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Hand-Picked Blues
												

												
													4:00pmThursday
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											4:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: Hand-Picked Blues is your weekly one-hour curation of Acoustic Blues music. Featuring local blues artists as well as the best selections from across time and space, join Gavin as he explores the beauty of Acoustic Blues music.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Problem Child
												

												
													5:00pmThursday
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											5:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: Problem Child is your home on CFUV for the rascal outcasts of music and sound.. This program is not simply adherent to the typical instrumental Ambient, Noise, or Drone side of experimental music; you will hear the lofi demos, the deepcuts, the antitradition, the subversive, the very loud and the very quiet, the underheard and misunderstood, the far away and uber-local. There is no difference between the happy accident, and the methodical genius here.Tune in with an open mind!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													The Action Index
												

												
													6:00pmThursday
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											6:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: Looking for your hardcore fix? Then there's a program on CFUV just for you. Every Thursday night, The Action Index takes listeners on an hour and a half tour of the hardcore community. Each week, host Troy Lemberg aims to highlight what he calls true DIY hardcore that has progressed from the early 80s.� The show serves as an alternative to modern mainstream's representation of hardcore, which he feels tends to focus on fashion and marketability rather than the community, ideals and message brought forward by the bands.
-Ryan Ferko (from Renegade Radio, Winter 2009)

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Big Broad Cast
												

												
													8:00pmThursday
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											8:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: An diverse music program produced by a rotating group of volunteers from CFUV's Women's Radio Collective. Big Broad Cast focuses on music produced by and for women and non-binary individuals.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													THRASHCAN
												

												
													9:00pmThursday
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											9:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: "Thrashcan" is a high-octane radio show that unleashes the raw power of metal music to its listeners. Hosted by die-hard metalhead Royal Savoie, the show is dedicated to the relentless energy and aggressive sounds of the metal genre, from local bands and bands from around the globe.  Get ready to bounce as "Thrashcan" delivers a furious blend of iconic classics and cutting-edge thrash, core, and more, featuring blistering guitar riffs, thunderous drum beats, and intense vocals. Tune in and prepare to be immersed in a sonic assault that will leave you craving more. Get ready to unleash your inner metalhead with "Thrashcan"!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFU\/ Speaks
												

												
													10:00pmThursday
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											10:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: CFUV Speaks is CFUV's all star podcasts, with topics that range from topics on Intersectional feminism, BIPOC, Anti-racist, local, community, experimental topics and everything in between.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CF@UV@Rays
												

												
													11:00pmThursday
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											11:00pmThursday
										

										
											Description: CF/UV-Rays are special presentation programs produced by assorted DJs from CFUV and occasionally, special programs from members of our community and beyond.

Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV's all star radio hosts.

If you're interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amThursday
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											12:00amThursday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
						

			

					
				

								
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Democracy Now
												

												
													6:00amFriday
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											6:00amFriday
										

										
											Democracy Now! produces a daily, global, independent news hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

Democracy Now! is broadcast daily across the United States and Canada as well as in countries around the world. Our program is on Pacifica, NPR, community, college and satellite radio stations; on PBS, public, community and satellite TV; and viewed by millions of people online each day. Our headlines are broadcast in Spanish on radio stations across the U.S., Central and South America, and in Europe.

Check Democracynow.org for more information and to listen to older episodes.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													The Above Average Duckling
												

												
													7:00amFriday
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											7:00amFriday
										

										
											Description: Consider this show to be "rock adjacent". You may not headbang to these songs in a smoky garage, but these sorts of eclectic, often oddball artists inspire the bands you love. Maybe the lyrics won't make sense. Maybe there's some uncomfortably saccharine pop thrown in the mix. Maybe there's an off-key bicycle horn. It's all part of the magic.

https://aboveaverageduckling.com/

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Blues in the Morning
												

												
													9:00amFriday
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											9:00amFriday
										

										
											Description: Blues in the Morning plays all sorts of Blues and blues related music with a special emphasis on Canadian, and especially local music. For thoughts and requests send an email.

Email me at bluesinthemorning@shaw.ca, if you have a suggestion or two.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CANADALAND
												

												
													11:00amFriday
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											11:00amFriday
										

										
											Description: A syndicated, weekly independent Canadian news hour. The best newspaper in Canada is a podcast.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													SWIM CLUB
												

												
													12:00pmFriday
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											12:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: SWIM CLUB is based on Asia and Izzie's current favourites but also aims to highlight new releases in femme alt-rock and punk music and bops from local artists. The audience is aimed at anyone looking for fresh noisy finds with a splash of pop. Japanese Breakfast and black midi are some bands we like to swim around in! Each song comes with a background of the band and upcoming gigs. SWIM CLUB is bubbly, dizzy, and fuzzy.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Hot Local Singles in Your Playlist
												

												
													1:00pmFriday
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											1:00pmFriday
										

										
											Hot Local Singles in Your Playlist focuses on content that enriches the local music scene and adjacent performing communities, primarily in Victoria, but inclusive of everywhere that CFUV 101.9 reaches via broadcast. This show will prioritize air time for: local artists; touring artists performing in the local area; and artists that are related or affiliated with local artists, creators and the scene. Priority is given to new music from local creators that identify as members of historically and contemporarily marginalized groups in the music scene. This show is ideal for people interested in artists and music that is currently active within CFUV 101.9's broadcast range. Beyond the scope of recorded music, this show was made with the intent to encourage more folks to find new music, attend local shows, and support artists through meaningful, informed engagement.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Red Waves
												

												
													2:00pmFriday
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											2:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: Red Waves is CFUV's hour of highlighting programming, voices, and music by CFUV's Indigenous hosts, producers, and volunteers.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV’s all star radio hosts.

If you’re interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Basement Closet Sessions
												

												
													3:00pmFriday
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											3:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: Every Friday afternoon CFUV brings presents a live performance as part of our own going Basement Closet Sessions. Tune in for live music of any genre, with an emphasis on local artists.

Visit our Live Performances page to hear some of our past sessions or to find out more about booking a performance.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Searchin’
												

												
													4:00pmFriday
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											4:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: Tuesday evening Jazz program.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Barrooms to Barricades
												

												
													6:00pmFriday
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											6:00pmFriday
										

										
											Need a warm place to spend the night along a lost highway? Barrooms to Barricades highlights how a steady backbeat means you can still stand for something besides commercial gain. The show explores the relationship between the musical "counter to the counterculture" and its more progressive undercurrents that swell from time to time to lift up voices less heard. If songs by guys named Willie, either Thrasher or Nelson, are what you're after, you might want to stay a little longer.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sweetheart of the Rodeo
												

												
													7:00pmFriday
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											7:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: During Sweetheart of the Rodeo, expect sounds of folk, rock, and country, as well as everything good that brings those three together. Explore the softer side of all these genres as we incorporate much of the sounds from the 60s and 70s. This includes the country rock and folk rock movement of the late 60s, western music, cowboy folk, bluegrass, west coast folk, soft rock, mellow style psych rock, and much more. Throw it on when making dinner, studying, or relaxing.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Garage Grooves
												

												
													8:00pmFriday
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											8:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: Garage Grooves features 1960's Garage, Beat, Psychedelic, Surf & Hot Rod, Folk Rock, Frat Rock, Bubble gum, Freak-beat, and also features today's bands that have similiar sounds and spirit of the bands from 1963-69.

This program is Canada's longest running 1960's Garage music radio program. It was started back in 1989. Alex started co-hosting in 1992 and Brian came on board in 1999.

Every Friday night from 8-10pm Pacific Standard Time. You can tune in at cfuv.ca or by tuning in at CFUV 101.9 FM

If you have a request you can call in, or text at 250-721-8700!

Are you in a band and want me to play your stuff on Garage Grooves? Contact Alex or Brian!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Cheap Thrills
												

												
													10:00pmFriday
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											10:00pmFriday
										

										
											Description: Eclectic rock and roll show.

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amFriday
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											12:00amFriday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
						

			

					
				

								
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Oceanbites Out Loud
												

												
													6:00amSaturday
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											6:00amSaturday
										

										
											Description: Oceanbites Out Loud is part of oceanbites, which aims to make cutting edge research accessible to all by explaining exciting recent literature in all oceanographic and marine biology fields in a way that non-experts can understand. You can learn more at oceabites.org

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Free City Radio
												

												
													7:00amSaturday
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											7:00amSaturday
										

										
											Description: Free City Radio explores the intersection of social activism and the arts.

A program featuring interviews on contemporary political currents in Montréal, Canada and around the world, highlighting creative voices involved in struggles for transformative social change.

Free City Radio also features music from around the world.

Free City Radio is produced and hosted by Stefan Christoff.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Planetary Radio
												

												
													8:00amSaturday
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											8:00amSaturday
										

										
											Description: Each week, Planetary Radio's Mat Kaplan visits with a scientist, engineer, project manager, astronaut, advocate or writer who provides a unique and exciting perspective on the exploration of our solar system and beyond. We also showcase regular features that raise your space IQ while they put a smile on your face. We hit the road now and then to produce a Planetary Radio Live show in front of an audience.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													People First Radio
												

												
													9:00amSaturday
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											9:00amSaturday
										

										
											Description:  People First Radio is a weekly one-hour CHLY 101.7 FM radio broadcast to educate and raise awareness about issues related to health and wellness — with a particular emphasis on topics related to mental illness and mental health, homelessness and housing, and addiction, harm reduction and recovery.

People First Radio is produced and presented by Joe Pugh.

For more episodes visit: https://www.vancouverislandmentalhealthsociety.org/peoplefirstradio/

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Queer Histories and Futures (:
												

												
													10:00amSaturday
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											10:00amSaturday
										

										
											<strong>Description:</strong> Queer Histories and Futures is a project facilitated by CFUV 101.9 FM (UVic's campus and community radio station) that's all about facilitating intergenerational queer connections through live events, storytelling, and radio broadcasting.

This is a 3-month-long initiative that aims to build relationships within our local LGBTQ+ community, as well as giving queer folks opportunities to share their stories and partake in dreaming about our collective future. We will be doing this by programming a handful of free events through October, November, and December as well as producing queer broadcasted content for CFUV.

Do you have a story you want to share? We want to help you share it! Whether you're in a band, a spoken word artist, or just want to share a funny story about your doc marten collection, if you have anything that can be shared in an audio based format we want to hear from you. We will also be facilitating intergenerational groups to discuss topics that are important to the LGBTQ+ community, as well as sharing some of your favourite queer musicians with CFUV's listeners.

If any of this sounds interesting to you, feel free to fill out our <a href="https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeMuGYshHRYLgh6KAciuNuIUP70EnVmije7RAYwlN47_WOHgQ/viewform">google form</a> by clicking here! We will be sending weekly updates about everything going on with Queer Histories and Futures, such as future events, opportunities to get involved, and highlights of what's coming up on broadcast.

<strong>Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:</strong>

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Salsa del Barrio
												

												
													11:00amSaturday
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											11:00amSaturday
										

										
											Description: Salsa music.

 

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Postals Portuguese
												

												
													12:00pmSaturday
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											12:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: Portuguese Postcards is the only Portuguese radio Program on Vancouver Island. We have served the community since 1995. With your hosts Connie Pereira and Paulo Garrido there's music, interviews and news from the Portuguese world and community.

Connie's e-mail: conniesbeauty@shaw.ca
Paulo's e-mail: radiobcfm@gmail.com

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Blue Light
												

												
													1:00pmSaturday
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											1:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: A toe-tapping mix of Jazz and Blues; vintage and modern.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFUV__RAYS___
												

												
													3:00pmSaturday
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											3:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: CFUV-Rays are special presentation programs produced by assorted DJs from CFUV and sometimes special programs from other campus and community radio stations.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV's all star radio hosts.

If you're interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Radio La Cafeteria
												

												
													4:00pmSaturday
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											4:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: Every Saturday from 4:00-5:00 PST, a dedicated host from Costa Rica shares music, news and culture from throughout Latin America and Canada in a bi-lingual format (English Spanish, and Spanglish). Our program also promotes and showcases art, culture and news from the local Latin American community.

Privileged with a wide range of music genres, we will focus on reggaeton, dancehall, and urban bits. We also provide up to date information and details of Latin Community events in Victoria and the surrounding areas. Recent highlights have ticket giveaways to local artists.

Thank you to our listeners for your listenership and support each Saturday afternoon as we broadcast to you live from 04:00-5:00pm on radio CFUV 101.9 FM or live on the internet at cfuv.uvic.ca For more information email us at: radiolacafeteria101.9fm@gmail.com

#Feed your dreams! #Alimenta tus sueños!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													CFUV RAYS :O
												

												
													5:00pmSaturday
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											5:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: CFUV-Rays are special presentation programs produced by assorted DJs from CFUV and sometimes special programs from other campus and community radio stations.

The content of these timeslots will be determined on the day of the broadcast. Tune in for a surprise program by one of CFUV's all star radio hosts.

If you're interested getting involved in CFUV and joining the program schedule visit our volunteer page!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Anything & Everything
												

												
													6:00pmSaturday
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											6:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: Anything and Everything, where I play Anything and Everything: following wherever the mood takes me for the last 4 years! I feel a strong gravity towards intimate, emotional and sentimental songs that make you stop and think (and maybe cry). To those that are huge, impactful and moving, with songs as large as they come. I love it all C:

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													!earshot20
												

												
													8:00pmSaturday
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											8:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: Counting down the Top 20 albums from the National Top 50 from !Earshot Online. Hosted by DJ Darko from unceded traditional Sto:lo territory.

Listen to the latest episode of !earshot20 here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													The Wherehouse
												

												
													10:00pmSaturday
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											10:00pmSaturday
										

										
											Description: The Wherehouse program hosted DJ Wreckordz airs live Saturday nights from ten to midnight. The first half hour of the show focuses on new releases from Canadian electronic recording artists followed by an hour and a half live studio mix from Wreckordz’ extensive vinyl collection as well as new and unreleased tracks from his friends in the industry. Ranging all the way from breaks, jungle, drum and bass to all styles of house music this program is like a box of chocolates. You never know what kind of goodies are coming up next.

Winner of the NCRA radio award for 2020 Best Pop, Electronic, and Dance Music Show! 

Website: http://www.djwreckordz.com/

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

 

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amSaturday
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											12:00amSaturday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
						

			

					
				

								
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Alternative Radio
												

												
													6:00amSunday
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											6:00amSunday
										

										
											Description:Alternative Radio, established in 1986, is a weekly one-hour public affairs program offered free to all public radio stations in the US, Canada, Europe and beyond. AR provides information, analyses and views that are frequently ignored or distorted in other media.

Our program is carried by over 300 radio stations and heard by millions of listeners. Our headquarters, with three paid staff, are located in Boulder, Colorado.

Listen to the latest episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													This Way Out
												

												
													7:00amSunday
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											7:00amSunday
										

										
											Description: “This Way Out” is the award-winning internationally distributed weekly LGBT radio program, currently airing on over 175 local community radio stations around the world. The half-hour “magazine”-style program is produced in Los Angeles.

Listen to the latest episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													WINGS: Women’s International News Gathering Service
												

												
													7:30amSunday
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											7:30amSunday
										

										
											Description: WINGS: Women’s International News Gathering Service is an all-woman independent radio production company that produces and distributes news and current affairs programs by and about women around the world. WINGS programs are used by non-commercial radio stations, women’s studies, and individuals. Programs can be heard on local radio stations, on shortwave, on the internet, and on cassettes.

The WINGS Mailing List provides updates on stories and new information about women’s media.

Listen to the latest episode of WINGS here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Future Ecologies
												

												
													8:00amSunday
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											8:00amSunday
										

										
											Description: Made for audiophiles and nature lovers alike, every episode is an invitation to see your world in a new light – set to original music & immersive soundscapes, and weaving together interviews with expert knowledge holders.

Listen to the latest episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Taste of Punjab
												

												
													9:00amSunday
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											9:00amSunday
										

										
											Description: A multicultural program delivered in Punjabi and English languages. In this program Jagir and Parminder Virk will be playing  a variety of Punjabi traditional and modern songs, ghazals, poems and Sufi music from Indian sub continent.

Check out the latest episode of Taste of Punjab here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Radio Polonia
												

												
													10:00amSunday
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											10:00amSunday
										

										
											Description: Polish multi-cultural radio program produced by members of The White Eagle Polish Association.

The team!

Stan Dzbik - Radio Team Director

Marek Lachowski - Radio Program Director

Lidia Lachowski - Primary Host

Monika Zalewska - Contributor

Anita Foster - Contributor

Dominic Sokol - Recording Technician and Coordinator

Listen to the latest episode of Radio Polonia here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Italian Broadcast System
												

												
													11:00amSunday
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											11:00amSunday
										

										
											Description: Italian multicultural program.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Postales Musicales de Latinoamérica
												

												
													12:30pmSunday
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											12:30pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Offering a variety of music, news and culture from throughout the Hispanic world, Postales Musicales de Latinoamérica (Musical Postcards from Latin America) is produced by a collective of five hosts who come from diverse backgrounds and experiences (male, female, Hispanic, Canadian, young, experienced, North, Central, South American, etc.). Each host brings a unique musical perspective that is infused and informed by his or her own special interests, and this diversity creates a rich variety of programming. On any Sunday, listeners tune in to Postales Musicales to hear a mélange of musical genres that represent the distinct geographical and cultural regions of the Americas, including trova, tango, folklore, salsa, son, merengue, cumbia, samba, Afro-Peruvian rhythms, boleros, alternative rock, bachata, reggaetón, mestizo music, and much, much more.

Postales Musicales is not just about music. It is also about building cultural connections and relationships between the listeners and the Hispanic community. It is a completely bilingual show, and as such, appeals to Spanish and English-speaking listeners. The program features news, cultural information, sports highlights, and interviews from the local to the global. This program won the NCRA/ANREC Community Radio Award for Best Third Language Program in 2013.

Email: postalesmusicales@gmail.com

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Bollywood India
												

												
													2:00pmSunday
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											2:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: A multi-cultural program delivered in Hindi, English, and Punjabi languages. In this program, Sima & Manoj will be playing a variety of Hindi, Punjabi, and Regional songs from films, ghazals, sufi, devotional songs-bhajans and shabads, folks, and much more from across India and beyond.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Duck, Duck, Goose
												

												
													3:00pmSunday
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											3:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Join our pair of hosts as they blend genres. They play songs in sets of three - the first two songs are chosen by one host, then the final song is a wildcard chosen by the second host!

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Audio Osmosis
												

												
													4:00pmSunday
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											4:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Audio Osmosis is a local DJ and event promoter specializing in weird and avant garde music.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													In The Mood
												

												
													6:00pmSunday
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											6:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Tune in if you like vocals from crooners to sultry canaries, eight decades of the big band sound as well as the tight rhythms of a small group of greats. Often there's a hot Latin beat and you're sure to be subjected to the odd set of weird noise, poetry or a smidgen of schmalz.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													She’s With The Band
												

												
													7:00pmSunday
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											7:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Eclectic rock and pop show with a focus on contributions by women in music.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Masala Mix
												

												
													8:00pmSunday
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											8:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description:Masala Mix is an attempt to introduce different genres of music from the Indian sub continent to it's listeners. On any Sunday you can tune in to hear the best of Indian classical instrumental, vocal and foot tapping Bollywood music. Ranging from the greats like Pt. Ravishankar, Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Pandit Jasraj to A R Rahman. Masala Mix also plays Canadian talent who have made a mark on the local South-Asian music scene.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													In The Realm of the Velvet Unicorn
												

												
													9:00pmSunday
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											9:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: This is a music program that also highlights social justice issues. The intention of this program is to amplify Indigenous, electronica, hip hop, reggae and femme artists. Updates on the cosmos and events that relate to Canadian social justice issues will be special features of this program. You may also gain inner wisdom by learning about the featured crystal of the week.

In the Realm of the Velvet Unicorn won Best Hip Hop, Funk, and Soul show at the 2019 National Campus/Community Radio Awards.

Listen to a STREAM of last week’s program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Option Set One
												

												
													10:00pmSunday
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											10:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Option Set One is a weekly music program dedicated to the exploration of various facets of electronic music. Tune in for a dose of anything from dance music to ambient to hardcore breaks. However, Macro is a tempermental host who may prepare the odd special show delving into genres outside of electronic. Listen to Option Set One for a guided quest of the diversity of music!

Listen to a STREAM of last week's program:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Surkeus Records . . . The Podcast!
												

												
													11:00pmSunday
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											11:00pmSunday
										

										
											Description: Hosted by Josef Mieto from Canadian music label Surkeus Records. Conversations with musicians, artists, and other community members on a variety of interesting topics.

Listen to the latest episode here:

											Learn more
										

									

								

							

							
													
							
								
									
										
											
												
													Sounds from the Aether
												

												
													12:00amSunday
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											12:00amSunday
										

										
											Description: A mix of excellent Encore programs and music from CFUV's programmers. 

For information about each show, please send an e-mail to the program director.

											Learn more
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			CFUV is Hiring: Workstudies (2x)		
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			CFUV Announces 2022 Funding Drive!		
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							CFUV acknowledges that this radio station is operating on the unceded, unsurrendered territories of the W̱SÁNEĆ and Lkwungen peoples. We recognize that colonization is an ongoing process and organizations like ours play a role in it. We commit to amplifying Indigenous stories and voices to disrupt colonial trajectories, support Indigenous sovereignty, and shape a just future.
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